
Random Not".

The °DEMMER Affair.
The Soviet:press tied in the death of BANDERA with the

OBERIANDER affair. So did the Polish. At ntsimber mihjimum, therefore,
t'nere Is a political-action oonnection between the two matters. To get
at the bottom of the BARDERA matter, therefore, it is necessary to
determine who pushed the OKILLANDER-BANDERA tie, how it was
prePagendized, etc. This in turn, requires the study of materials
put out in the USSR, Poland, and East Germany on this matter. Also
offices and personalities engaged in this. In Poland, I know, a
book care out on OBERIANDER's alleged crimes, etc. Also , sommGe,rmAn
government organ or intelligence . office (Wes t German) Should have
the firdings of the special committee that ciatxpst investigated
the charges against OBEELANDER. .

Unknown Visitor in Munich.
a. AECASSOWARY 2 Mentidned that an unknown visitor from

Soy-satellite bloc visited Benders:.
.b. AEDOGMA talks re rehcr that Myron MATVIEYKO h!:d been in

MI/nieth_	 ,	 ,

c.

	

	 bas anintel report re RIS officer visiting
&Indere in hunich.

The OUN/EANDEVA-West 'German Intelligence Ti..
.	 What do we know abort it?

Whet de the Germans say about all this? About Bendera's death?

The RIS surfacing of Myron MATVIETKO.
The surfacing of MATVIKYKO is directly , connected with the -

BOMA death. If BANDERA were polished off by the :KS, then
the death and the MATVIETKO sUrfaCing are part of the same
RIS master operation.

The EIS surfacing of Vasyl.KUK.	 •

This natter is directly connected with Myron MATVitand
part of the seas RIS patxx political-eCtion operation.

Mykhailo HORODETSKTT. . Should be traced, investigated across the board.

FURDTGA-FURDYG-ZHECHYTSKY. Who is this Joe?

Role of Ivan KASHUBA. Note that KASHUBA, head of the SD, believes that
HAMRA committed suiede, and butresaes that with such nine) , talk at
BANDERA's love for a maid, etc. KASHUBA is tied operationally to
MATVIEYKO, who is EIS. It is possible that KASHUBA is spreading the
suicide-love-sickness version in order to cover RIB complicity.
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